
Agency Partner Program

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO PARTNER WITH REBUY?

When you become a Rebuy Partner, you unlock the power of onsite 
personalization for every client on your roster. As an Agency Partner, 
you’ll have access to clear benefits and support for your clients based on 
your performance.

  OFFERINGS

  AGENCY PARTNER TIERS

Based on your performance, you are placed in one of four tiers that create upward momentum for 
your business. Below is a highlight of just a few of the benefits for each tier (full overview available 
upon request).

  WHAT OUR PARTNERS ARE SAYING

Rebuy is one of the cleanest and 
best-engineered SaaS platforms out there. 
Their entire support team is incredible. 
They are our go-to upsell and cross-sell 
solution and a must-have on all Shopify 
Plus builds.

Chelsea Jones
CO-FOUNDER, CHELSEA & RACHEL CO. 

Every client of ours that adds Rebuy sees 
an instant boost in Average Order Value. 
Rebuy is the Gold Standard solution and 
we're extremely thankful for the support 
and collaboration their team has provided.

Jonathan Snow
CO-FOUNDER, THE SNOW AGENCY

Become a Partner by visiting rebuyengine.com/partners 

Revenue Share

Earn up to 20% of the revenue 
from each new customer you 
bring.

Partner Portal

View your referral income and 
tier, your affiliate accounts, 
install Rebuy right from the 
portal, and more.

White-Glove Support

A dedicated Slack channel, 
hands-on training, and 
step-by-step training materials 
so you can give the best 
support to your clients.

Co-marketing 
Opportunities

Opportunities to be featured 
across Rebuy marketing 
programs. We want the highest 
level of success for our 
partners.

Exclusive Access

Early access to beta features 
and information about 
upcoming integrations, so your 
client has the best.

Expanded Services

Expand your suite of services 
so you can win new accounts, 
improve retention, and grow 
with your clients.

20% revenue share

Channel Sales & Merchant 
Success support

Rebuy Merchant Referrals

15% revenue share

Co-marketing collaboration

10% revenue share

Marketing Assets & 
Content Hub

10% revenue share

(+ the benefits of the previous tiers)

(+ the benefits of the previous tiers) (+ the benefits of the previous tier)


